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Abstract
The significant changes of the Cretan Sea (S. Aegean) water mass characteristics during the last 8-9 years hâve considerably influenced
the deep thermohaline circulation of the Eastcrn Mediterranean. Observations indicate thaï this change evolved in two phases. The first
phase (1987-1991 ) is characterized by a pronounced increasc of salinity (more than 0.1). while the second (1992-1995) by a dramatic drop
of the deep waters' température (0.4°C). Both changes resulted in an increase of the Cretan deep waters" density of almost 0.2 and in a
massive outflow of thèse waters towards the deep parts of the Eastern Mediterranean. This major climatic shift seems to be rclated to
important meteorological anomalies in the area.
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Introduction
The Adriatic sea has been historically considered as the main contribu-

tor to the Eastern Mediterranean deep waters [1]. L'ntil ihe beginning of
this décade, the horizontal!}' homogeneous température and salinity values
at deep layers hâve indicated an almost perfectly repeating cycle in both
water mass characteristics and formation rates. The Aegean Sea has also
been reported as a possible secondary source of intermediate and deep
waters [2] but ils contribution has been considered rather sporadic. The
relative!)' warmer and more saline waters of the Cretan Sea (S. Aegean),
were usually observed [2, 3] outside the Cretan Arc, just below the
Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) and above the Eastern Mediterranean
Deep Water (EMDW) of Adriatic origin loosing rather quickly their cha-
racteristics due to mixing. Since the beginning of this décade, a number of
observations indicate a major change in this picture of the Eastern
Mediterranean deep thermohaline circulation: the deepest parts of the
basin hâve been lilled by denser and young waters with modified charac-
leristics (warm and saline) outflowing from the Aegean Sea. The older
deep waters of the basin. together w ith the newly formed dense waters of
the Adriatic Sea. which still conlributes to the deep waters. are lifted up
several hundreds of meters. enriehing with nutrients the intermediate
deplhs of the basin [4|.

The Cretan basin. the largest in volume and deepest basin of the Aegean
Sea, communicates with the Levantine and the Ionian seas through the six
"Cretan Arc" straits. The Antikithira Strait to the West (sill depth 700 m),
and the Kassos & Karpalhos Straits to the Easl of Crète (sill depths 1000
and 850 m respectivelv) are the most important for the deep water
exchanges. The Rhodes strait is relatively narrow and shallow (250 m
deep) bui quite important for ihe upper layer exchanges berween the
Aegean and the Levantine Seas.

We présent hydrological observations from the period 1986-1995 that
describe the évolution of this elimatic "shift" and the modification of the
Cretan water mass characteristics which, as will be seen, occurred in two
phases (1987-1991 & 1992-1995). The eurrentmeter data show the corres-
ponding variability of deep water mass exchanges through the straits. The
preliminary analysis of the meteorological conditions over the south
Aegean gives some first indications for the mechanisms responsible for
this transient.

Data analysis and results
We use hydrological and currentmeter data collected in the framework

of the Greek national project "Open Sea Oceanography". the international
project POEM "Physical Oceanography of Eastern Mediterranean" and the
EU funded international research project PELAGOS MTP-1. During the
period 1986-1995 16 cruises were carried out in the south Aegean and the
surrounding seas (E. Ionian and NW Levantine). The hydrological data
were collected with a "SeaBird Electronics" CTD profiler on board the
RV Aegaeo. During the same period, currentmeler data were collected al
the straits of the Cretan \TC: one array (PI) was deployed in the strait of
Rhodes, two in the Karpathos strait (P2 east. P3 west). two more in the
Kassos Strail (P4 east. P5 west) and one array in the Antikithira strail (P6).
Ail deep current-melers were deployed within a depth range of 50 to 300m
from the bottom. For each period. deep transports were computed at each
strait and the data were compared wiih the hydrological structure of the
area in order to estimatc water mass exchanges through the straits.

The meteorological data (air température and précipitation) were col-
lected by the National Meteorological Service at 9 stations of south
Aegean islands for the period 1984-1995. The time séries of précipitation
clearly marks the extended period of dryness that lasted for more than ft
years (1988-1993). During this period we had a 4O'~i decrease of the pré-
cipitation over the south Aegean compared to the period 1984-I9K7 (25
instead of 42 cm/yr). A second anomal y in thèse time séries is related to the
significant drop (DT > 2°C) in winter mean température during 1992 that
has been atlributed to the atmospheric dust from the Pinatubo éruption in

1991 [5]. The corresponding buoyancy loss caused deep overturning and
mixing of the entire water column in the Cretan Sea.
The évolution of Cretan noter mass properties

The typical hydrological structure in the Cretan Sea during the period
1986-1989 was composed by two water masses with T S properties simi-
lar to the levantine Intermediate Water (LIW). In the upper layers (50-
400m) we meet Ihe Cretan Intermediate Water (CIW) slightîy colder
(-14.5-15.5 °C) and saltier (S~38.95-39.10) and hence denser (it0 -29.15)
lhan the LIW. In the deeper layers (below 600m) we meet slighlly colder
(0~13.9-14.2°C) and fresher (38.85-38.95) water with maximum density
of 29.20 near the bottom. This means that the stratification was, in gênerai,
weak during this period and the water mass properties rather uniform but
quite différent from those of the Eastern Mediterranean at respective
depths.

In March 1987 we first observe o s > 29.2 below 1000m in the western
Crelan Sea while in March 1989 we also observe thèse densities in the eas-
tern deep basins. During 1989 we must hâve a significant formation rate
since the 29.2 isopycnal was raised from 2000 lo 1000m between Mareh
and September. In the same period we first observe dense water of Cretan
origin outside the Straits at depths 700-1600m with oB -29.17-29.18. The
increase of density was continued l'or the following years and during the
first period was mainlv attributed to increased salinity. During the period
1989-1992 we had an almost 0.1 increase of the salinity (fig 1) and a small
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Figure 1 : Time séries ot mean water mass properties in the Cretan Sea (squares: 600-1000m
averages. triangles: 1OOO-25O0m averages)
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